ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 1
LDP Allocation: NSA 6 - Former Phurnacite Plant
Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site
Settlement: Abercwmboi

Grid Reference: E 302839 N 200384
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: NSA 7 - Land at Robertstown/Abernant

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 2

Settlement: Aberdare

Grid Reference: E 300439 N 203170
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 3

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.6 - Land at Nant y Wenallt, Abernant Road

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Abernant

Grid Reference: E 301151 N 203595
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: Former Cwm Colliery and Coking Works, Tyn-y-nant. (Policy SSA 7)

Settlement: Beddau

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 4

Grid Reference: E 306879 N 186027
Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: NSA 5 - Former Fernhill Colliery Site

Settlement: Blaenrhondda

ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER
DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 5

LDP Allocation: NSA 5 - Former Fernhill Colliery Site

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Blaenrhondda

Grid Reference: E 292774 N 200406
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.12 - Land East of Dolau County Primary School, Bridgend Road

Alternative Site Number: AS (D)  6

Grid Reference: E 299313  N 182453
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.11 - Land south of Brynna Road, Brynna

Alternative Site Number: AS (D)  7

Settlement: Brynna

Grid Reference: E 299317  N 183262
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 8

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.7 - Land at Gwern Heulog, Coed Ely

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Coedely

Grid Reference: E 301920 N 186759
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 9

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.9 - Remainder of Ynyscynon Farm, Cwmbach

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Cwmbach

Grid Reference: E 301838 N 202254
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: Land adjacent to Craig yr Hesg Quarry, Pontypridd is identified as a Preferred Area of Known Mineral Resource

Settlement: Glyncoch

Grid Reference: E 307205 N 191886
Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.1 - Cefn Lane, Glyncoch

Settlement: Glyncoch

Grid Reference: E 307302 N 192564
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 12

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.10 - Land to the end of Godreaman Street, Godreaman

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Godreaman

Grid Reference: E 301237 N 200362
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**ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER**

**DELETIONS**

*Alternative Site Number:* AS (D) 13

*LDP Allocation:* NSA 8 - Land South of Hirwaun

*Proposed Alternative Use:* Delete Site

*Settlement:* Hirwaun

*Grid Reference:* E 295124 N 205234
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number:  AS (D)  14


Proposed Alternative Use:  Delete Site

Settlement:  Hirwaun

Grid Reference:  E 293627  N 206415
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 15

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.13 - West of Llechau

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Llanharry

Grid Reference: E 301280 N 180644
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 16

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.3 - Land South East of Llwydcoed Community Centre

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Llwydcoed
Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.4 - Site including the old brickworks, old dairy and tipped land rear of Birchwood

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Llwydcoed

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 17

Grid Reference: E 306880 N 186028
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 18

LDP Allocation: CS 9.1 - Land at Bryn Pica (including landfilling of residual wastes)

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Llwydcoed

Grid Reference: E 300906 N 204989

This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown Copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: Land at former Maerdy Colliery Site

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 19

Settlement: Maerdy

Grid Reference: E 296666 N 199469
Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: Policy SSA 20.1 - Park and Ride / Park & Share Provision, Mwyndy / Talbot Green

Settlement: Mwyndy

Grid Reference: E 304475 N 182359
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Proposed Alternative Use:
Delete Site

LDP Allocation:
Policy SSA 20.2 - Park and Ride / Park & Share Provision, Land South of Makro, Parc Nantgarw

Alternative Site Number:
AS (D) 21

Settlement:
Pontypridd

Grid Reference:
E 311738 N 185680

This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's Stationery Office © Crown Copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 15.1 - Land adjacent to Pontypridd Retail Park

Settlement: Pontypridd

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 22

Grid Reference: E 307956 N 189958
Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.18 - Gelliwion Reclamation, Pontypridd

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 23

Settlement: Pontypridd

Grid Reference: E 306461 N 189547
ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 24


Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Pontypridd

Grid Reference: E 310703 N 186465
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: The Ynysmaerdy to Talbot Green Relief Road. Policy (CS8.3 Transportation)

Settlement: Talbot Green

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 25

Grid Reference: E 303408 N 183620
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 8 - Mwyndy / Talbot Green Area

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 26

Settlement: Talbot Green

Grid Reference: E 304826 N 181979
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D)  27

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.5 - Site of the former Hillside Club, Tonyrefail

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 301592 N 188832
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER
DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 28

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.4 - Bryngolau, Tonyrefail

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 300076 N 188273
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 29

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.3 - Collena Farm, Tonyrefail

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 299740 N 188327
ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 30

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.2 - Trane Farm, Tonyrefail

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 301439 N 188712
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.9 - Land part of Tylcha Ganol Farm, south of Mill Street, Tonyrefail

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 31

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 301000 N 187584
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.10 - Land east of Hafod Wen and north of Concorde Drive, Tonyrefail

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 301985 N 188732
Proposed Alternative Use: 
Delete Site

LDP Allocation: 
SSA 10.8 - Land rear of Tylcha Wen Terrace, Tonyrefail

Alternative Site Number: 
AS (D) 33

Settlement: 
Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: 
E 300995 N 187223
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 34

LDP Allocation: SSA 10.6 - Land east of Mill Street, Tonyrefail

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 301128 N 187858
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 35

LDP Allocation: SSA 15.3 - Land east of Mill Street, Tonyrefail

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Tonyrefail

Grid Reference: E 301128 N 187858
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.5 - Tegfan Farm, Potters Field

Settlement: Trecynon

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 36

Grid Reference: E 298976 N 204058
ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 37

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.16 - Land at the end of Ynysfeio Avenue

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Treherbert

Grid Reference: E 294704 N 197921
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ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 38

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.18 - Site off Cemetery Road, Treorchy

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Treorchy

Grid Reference: E 295644  N 197587
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: NSA 14.4 - Cae Mawr Industrial Estate, Treorchy

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 39

Settlement: Treorchy

Grid Reference: E 296295  N 196317
Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: NSA 9.17 - Site at the end of Mace Lane, Treorchy

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 40

Settlement: Treorchy

Grid Reference: E 295057 N 197649
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Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

LDP Allocation: Treorchy Community Re-cycling Centre, Cemetery Road

Settlement: Treorchy

ALTERNATIVE SITE REGISTER

DELETIONS

Alternative Site Number: AS (D) 41

LDP Allocation: Treorchy Community Re-cycling Centre, Cemetery Road

Proposed Alternative Use: Delete Site

Settlement: Treorchy

Grid Reference: E 295757 N 197722
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